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                                …there are no security issues in Nigeria… 

The last student that spoke in the class last Saturday brought this issue up. He wondered 
why his colleague made that statement in the first place. He not only disagreed with the 
statement, he proceeded to argue that there were security issues in Nigeria providing 
various instances. With whose lens of security did he construct the security issues? 

At this point I joined issue to educate him and the class about the statement. The student 
who made the statement quoted from my lecture. The student who disagreed did so 
because he was not part of the class from the beginning of the semester and could not 
have understood the context of the statement. There was a context to the statement. 

Indeed there is a context to the statement that there are no security issues in Nigeria. This 
view offers sneak peek into the lack of a Made in Nigeria philosophy of security. By 
philosophy of security, I mean the nature, meaning and purpose of security for Nigeria. 
This philosophy of security answers the questions what is security, whose security, what is 
security issue and how can security be achieved – the so called 4FQs of P.D. Williams. 

In the last two classes I had devoted time to addressing the issue of the lack of philosophy 
of security in Nigeria in the topic “Contemporary Challenges”. I explained to the class that 
the issues identified as contemporary challenges emanated from Western Security 
Philosophy. These issues affect the west only.  

However, using their power and the fact that most of their security objectives are outside 
their borders, they globalised these issues and enlisted other countries in the attainment 
of their objectives in this respect. To the extent that it concerns Nigeria, it is because 
Nigeria, like most other countries, subscribed to their security philosophy in the absence 
of its indigenously grown security philosophy. 

There are instances of the use of “security” in Nigeria that are too numerous to capture in 
this essay. Some of these uses are official i.e. from the people in government and in 
ministries, departments and agencies. Others are unofficial and mostly among Nigerians 
familiar with the term. However, these Nigerians take their cue from the government 
officials using security.  

Under what security philosophy and law do state and government officials speak and cite 
security? Under what security philosophy and law is the Office of the National Security 
Adviser operating? What is the security the Office advises the government on? What is 
security? What is national security? What is the National Security Council (NSC) under 
the Third Schedule of the 1999 Constitution? What is the SECURITY in the National and 
Council? What is a national security crisis? What is a national security concern? What is a 
security crisis? What is a security concern? What law designate the work of the military, 
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intelligence and law enforcement (MILE) security? Whose security etymology does 
officials and public use to designate something or anything security or insecurity? What is 
insecurity? What is the law that designate personnel of the military, intelligence and law 
enforcement “security official”? What is security industry? What is security committee? 
What is security service? What are security forces? What is security? Where is the source 
and knowledge of security in most Nigerian consciousness from? 

The source and knowledge for this security and its associated use comes from the 
Globalised Western Security Philosophy (GWSP). This GWSP is essentially Anglo-
American. Security is a constructed piece of their history, experience and reality (HER). 
They – United Statesm Britain, Europe and their allies - have succeeded in foisting this 
security on Nigeria and most Nigerians.  

Laws are the will of the people. This will of the people is enshrined in the state. The people 
elect government periodically to implement the laws using policies and programmes. The 
government also initiate policies and programmes by first producing the legal basis of 
such policies and programmes. In the absence of laws supportive of any or all policies and 
programmes, the legislature is mandated to initiate laws to covers policies and 
programmes. Laws are enforced. Policies are implemented. 

What is the philosophical and legal basis of security in Nigeria? This is considering the 
importance of security in governance. What is the policy basis – if there ever is a policy on 
security in the history of the so called security practice in Nigeria and there has never been 
one - of security? Is this policy on security –if ever and none ever - taken from a security 
law – if ever and none ever? The law is the foundation of policy. Policy represents the 
take/perspective of the periodically elected government on particular matter established 
by the law. 

Where is the philosophical and legal foundation of security in Nigeria? What is the basis 
for the use and misuse of security in Nigeria? This is the basis of the statement “there are 
no security issues in Nigeria.”However, there is security issues derived from the Globalised 
Western Security Philosophy (GWSP) in Nigeria. This explained my view that Nigeria’s 
security practice only assists the GWSP in attaining its numerous security objectives in 
Nigeria. Nigeria has never succeeded in solving any security issue(s) with the GWSP 
because there was no security issue(s) at stake. What has always been at stake and will 
always be at stake are western security issues in Nigeria. Without an indigenous security 
philosophy, Nigeria has no idea of its security let alone the issues to be designated as 
security. 

Thus making reference to security, describing or associating issues to security and evoking 
notion such as national security did not derive from Nigeria’s security philosophy. The 
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entire discourses using security, in this context, is alien to the Nigerian history, experience 
and reality (HER). What is security? The answer to this question is fundamental to the 
construction of Nigeria’s security worldview.  

Unless Nigeria answers this question, any reference to security in whatever manner and in 
whatever situation is a reference to western security philosophy that differs in all that it set 
out to attain for the west and not for Nigeria and most Nigerians in Nigeria. The West’s 
security ideas that Nigeria imitates were not constructed for Nigeria and will not solve 
Nigeria’s problems.   

This is the reason this security and the practice described as security failed, is failing and 
will continue to fail. This security is alien to Nigeria’s history, experience and reality 
(HER). This security is not indigenous to Nigeria. The Nigerian leadership’s blind 
insistence to stay with this failed security is the result of their ignorance and self interest.1

                                                           
1 I am developing essay entitled “Why the Leadership Persist with the Globalised Western Security Philosophy (GWSP) in the Face of its 
Repeated Failure in Nigeria” to address this issue. The essay will be on 

  

The day Nigeria comes up with its security philosophy, Nigeria will begin to construct all 
that will be identified with this security including security issues. 
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